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Recent developments in systematic

review methods provide opportu-

nities to draw more robust conclusions

from observational studies of interven-

tions and increase the public health

relevance of reviews. Cochrane public

health and health systems reviews

have expanded in scope and methods,

supported by new chapters on non-

randomized studies in the updated

Cochrane Handbook (2021)1 and the

development of new, related guidance

by the Cochrane Methods Executive.

We illustrate these changes while also

summarizing the most recent guidance

and research on deciding when to

include observational studies, identify-

ing and selecting studies, extracting

and synthesizing data, assessing risk of

bias, and grading certainty of evidence.

These developments are particularly

important for systematic reviews in

public health, in which randomized tri-

als to assess health outcomes are often

unfeasible, for example, in the case of

large and irreversible infrastructure

interventions; unethical, for example,

where the primary aim of the intervention

is to prevent certain harm; unavailable

when decisions are urgently required; or

unable to detect harms at the population

level, for example, observational pharma-

covigilance studies that use adverse

event data sets to detect harms after a

drug is already on the market and in

widespread use. We draw on our experi-

ence as editors and authors of Cochrane

public health and health systems reviews

and as methodologists, supplemented

by a hand search of the past five years

of key methodology journals. Observa-

tional studies of exposures (e.g., environ-

mental exposures) also constitute an

important area of current methodologi-

cal development but are outside the

scope of this editorial.

Including observational studies in sys-

tematic reviews of interventions produ-

ces challenges at every stage of designing

and conducting a review, beginning with

the terminology used to define and

identify these studies. Despite efforts

to encourage classification according to

study design elements rather than

labels,2 agreement on terminology is

elusive. By “observational studies of

interventions,” we intend to encompass

the range of classifications that may be

encountered when considering

quantitative evidence of intervention

effects other than from randomized

trials. These terms include (but are

not limited to) nonrandomized stud-

ies of interventions,1 quasiexperi-

ments,3 natural experiments,4 and

the many specific study design labels

that fall within these categories.

It is important to note that many of

these terms have overlapping meanings

and are applied in diverse and inconsis-

tent ways, both in primary research

and in systematic reviews. However, for

the full value of observational studies

of interventions to be realized, it is

essential that systematic reviewers

look beyond traditional study designs,

such as cohort and case–control, and

consider the relevance of quasiexperi-

mental designs that can adjust for

unobserved confounding, or selection

on unobservables.5 At the same time,

systematic reviewers must recognize

that observational studies are not all

of equal evidentiary value, requiring

careful assessment of risk of bias, and

that their inclusion may increase the

resource requirements of a review.
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CHANGES IN
UNDERSTANDING

Early methodological guidance recog-

nized that observational studies can fill

gaps in the literature, provide long-term

follow-up that can identify harms of

treatments, and answer questions that

cannot (for reasons of ethics or feasibil-

ity) be investigated in randomized tri-

als.6 However, recognition of this value

was tempered by caveats on the vulner-

ability of observational studies to bias

and confounding, increased heteroge-

neity in meta-analyses, and the asser-

tion that observational studies can

estimate associations only between

treatment and outcome, rather than

unbiased causal effects.6 A further con-

cern has been understanding the extent

to which observational studies may over-

estimate the effects of interventions

compared with randomized trials. Inter-

estingly, systematic reviews have gener-

ally found a lack of statistically significant

differences in pooled results when sys-

tematically comparing randomized and

observational studies,7,8 identifying dif-

ferences in the specific research ques-

tion, heterogeneity, or risk of bias9 as

explanations for any dissimilar results.

Although randomized trials remain

the gold standard for estimating the

effects of interventions, the “causal

turn” in epidemiology has facilitated

an explicit acknowledgment that

observational studies may also aim

to estimate causal effects.10 Causal

inference can be strengthened by

designs that postulate a plausible

counterfactual under certain

assumptions, such as the preinter-

vention trend in an interrupted

time-series study, Mendelian ran-

domization, instrumental variables,

or the untreated control group in a

regression discontinuity design, which

allow the causal effect of an interven-

tion to be estimated.4 Recent system-

atic reviews have demonstrated these

designs to have been more widely

implemented in health research than

previously believed; however, these

reviews have also noted issues in the

quality of the conduct and reporting of

these studies.11–13

Recent Cochrane reviews illustrate

how including observational studies is

essential for providing a comprehensive

picture of the range of interventions

and evidence available for some public

health questions, such as the effects of

large-scale primary prevention interven-

tions, particularly when these have been

implemented and evaluated across dif-

ferent contexts. For example, a Cochrane

review (in progress) of sugar-sweetened

beverage taxation has identified no eligi-

ble randomized trials, but a large body of

at least 39 nonrandomized studies will

contribute to a comprehensive evaluation

of the effects of these taxes on consump-

tion and sales.14 A review of interventions

to reduce ambient air pollution similarly

identified no randomized trials, but 42

nonrandomized studies provide evidence

on the effectiveness of 38 different inter-

ventions, albeit with low and very low cer-

tainty.15 In a review of environmental

interventions to reduce sugar-sweetened

beverage consumption, the majority of

well-known interventions (including traffic

light labels, nutritional rating scores, and

price increases) have been evaluated

only in observational studies and there-

fore would not have been represented in

the review if only randomized trials had

been included.16

CHALLENGES AND
ADVANCES

Although these reviews serve as

examples of the value of including

observational studies in evidence syn-

thesis, these studies presented chal-

lenges at every stage of the review,

from designing the protocol and iden-

tifying studies to extracting, evaluat-

ing, and synthesizing the results. The

online appendix (available as a supple-

ment to the online version of this arti-

cle at http://www.ajph.org) provides a

table summarizing the challenges

encountered, recent methodological

developments that have contributed

to meeting these challenges, and pri-

orities for future research.

WHEN TO INCLUDE
OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES

The newly revised Cochrane Handbook

suggests that the inclusion of observa-

tional studies is justified when random-

ized trials answer a review question

indirectly or incompletely or when a ran-

domized trial is impossible or unlikely

to be conducted.1 The approach is

based on a taxonomy of observa-

tional studies that replaces design

labels (e.g., controlled before and

after) with a breakdown of design ele-

ments (e.g., assignment mechanisms

and control for confounding) that can

enable the study to make causal esti-

mates and minimize risk of bias.2 This

taxonomy is a helpful shift away from

inconsistently applied design labels

and toward a recognition of the role

of study design elements in supporting

causal inference. The Handbook recom-

mends that reviewers decide which

study design elements would be desir-

able for the review question, scope the

literature to see what studies are avail-

able, and set the eligibility criteria in the

protocol accordingly. In practice, this

strategy requires specialist knowledge

of these study designs, and examples of

best practice from systematic reviews
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that have implemented this strategy are

lacking.

SEARCHES AND STUDY
SELECTION

Reviews that include observational stud-

ies typically must deal with a large vol-

ume of retrieved records. The lack of

standardized terminology creates a chal-

lenge for information retrieval and for

study selection. For example, in a review

of taxation of sugar and sugar-added

foods to prevent obesity, 24454 records

were retrieved, of which only one inter-

rupted time-series study was eligible for

inclusion.17 Machine learning is a poten-

tial solution, although there are consider-

able problems in applying machine

learning to fully automate the selection

of nonrandomized studies owing to vary-

ing terminology.18 Machine learning tools

that prioritize studies for screening by

identifying patterns in human reviewers’

decisions (semiautomation) can be use-

ful in reducing screening burden.19

Search filters allow database-specific

strategies to reduce volume but are not

yet available to cover the full range of

study types (with varying labels) and

databases required for public health

reviews.20 Furthermore, these strategies

depend on the completeness, quality,

and uniformity of records and retrievable

full texts so that study identification and

selection remain labor-intensive steps

that cannot be fully automated at

present.

DATA EXTRACTION

Observational studies, in particular

quasiexperimental and natural experi-

mental designs, typically offer multiple

analyses and effect estimates for the

same outcome in a single study, again

requiring specialist methodological

knowledge on the part of the review

team to undertake data extraction.

Methods for addressing effect size mul-

tiplicity have been described,21 but the

impact of choice of method and of

selection of effect sizes on the results of

meta-analysis of observational studies

is unknown.22 In some cases the same

data set may have been used in more

than one secondary analysis, creating a

risk of double counting of results in a

review, even from independently con-

ducted studies. Additionally, poor data

quality may pose a threat to validity that

is difficult to detect and assess.9 Stan-

dardized tools for data extraction are

lacking.

RISK OF BIAS

Assessing risk of bias is an essential

task that poses a significant challenge

for systematic reviews of observational

studies, as hundreds of tools exist; no

tool applies equally to all study designs,

making consistent assessments diffi-

cult; and consensus is lacking on which

is preferred.23 Furthermore, there is

evidence that the choice of tool can

affect the conclusions of reviews of

observational studies.24 The ROBINS-I

(Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized

Studies–of Interventions) tool has been

advanced as a solution to this dilemma.25

ROBINS-I uses a series of signaling ques-

tions to assess risk of bias in seven

domains: confounding, selection of par-

ticipants, classification of intervention

status, deviations from intended inter-

ventions, missing data, outcome mea-

surement, and selective reporting.

This rigorously developed tool ena-

bles a systematic assessment of risk of

bias, with signaling questions currently

developed for cohort and case–control

studies and versions covering addi-

tional study designs in development.

However, use of this tool requires a

strong understanding of epidemiologi-

cal principles and a significant time

investment. Early reports indicate that

users have difficulty in applying the

tool consistently, although this is

partly because observational studies

of interventions are sometimes poorly

reported.26 Selective reporting bias

and publication bias are especially dif-

ficult to assess, as protocol registra-

tion and prespecified analysis plans

remain uncommon for observational

studies. Cochrane is currently under-

taking research into preferred and

acceptable risk of bias tools when

ROBINS-I is not appropriate. The inter-

active Tableau risk of bias tool finder

(https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/go/ohat_

tools) can help users compare and

select from 62 risk of bias tools for

observational studies of exposures.

SYNTHESIS

The Cochrane Handbook notes that the

inclusion of observational studies of

interventions, with various design ele-

ments and conducted in a range of pop-

ulations and settings, typically leads to

high statistical heterogeneity that may be

methodological, contextual, or unclear in

origin. In principle, meta-analysis can be

conducted using effect estimates from

observational studies. The Handbook rec-

ommends that a random-effects model

be the default approach and that

separate analyses be conducted for

studies with very different design fea-

tures1; however, detailed guidance on

how and when to do so is lacking. In

practice, pooling these studies is often

deemed inappropriate because of

very large heterogeneity across inter-

ventions and outcomes, statistical het-

erogeneity encountered as a default

for population-level interventions, or
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outcomes data assessed and reported in

a manner that precludes meta-analysis.

The little guidance that exists suggests

that meta-analysis of observational stud-

ies should focus not only on a pooled

effect estimate but also on assessing the

influence of moderators and potential

sources of bias, employing subgroup

analysis and metaregression;27,28 leave-

one-out meta-analysis would be another

option to identify exaggerated effect

sizes that stem from a particular study.

Reviewers face a considerable chal-

lenge in structuring and reporting a

nonstatistical synthesis, which may be

narrative, tabular, or graphical. New

reporting guidelines on SWiM (Synthesis

Without Meta-analysis) help to address

this challenge by detailing how reporting

can be improved in aspects of methods

and results that often lack transparency

in such reviews, including how studies

have been grouped and how heteroge-

neity has been investigated.29

CERTAINTY OF EVIDENCE

The introduction of the target trial con-

cept and ROBINS-I have contributed to

a significant advance in GRADE (Grad-

ing of Recommendations Assessment,

Development and Evaluation), a meth-

odology widely used to assess the

certainty of a body of evidence in sys-

tematic reviews and guidelines. GRADE

originally reflected the traditional hier-

archy of evidence by having all bodies

of observational evidence start with a

low rating and bodies of randomized

trial evidence start as high certainty.

Although, crucially, observational evi-

dence could be upgraded in certain cir-

cumstances, upgrading rarely occurred,

and concerns were raised that GRADE

underrated the certainty of evidence in

areas lacking in randomized trials, such

as population health.30 New GRADE

guidance indicates that when ROBINS-I

is used, observational studies also start

with a high certainty rating, allowing

better comparison and integration of

randomized and nonrandomized evi-

dence; however, examples are lack-

ing.31 To address this gap, the GRADE

Public Health Group is undertaking

research into the conditions under

which evidence from designs such as

interrupted time series can produce a

body of high- or moderate-certainty

evidence.30

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
NEEDED

Systematic reviews vary in methodolog-

ical and reporting quality.32 Including

observational studies introduces addi-

tional challenges and resource require-

ments but can also increase the public

health relevance of a review if study

quality is rigorously assessed and

guidelines for producing a high-quality

systematic review are followed. Given

both the value and the challenges of

including observational studies in sys-

tematic reviews of interventions, we

look forward to further development of

methods and tools to ensure that such

studies are identified, assessed, and

incorporated into public health and

health systems reviews in the best possi-

ble manner. Machine learning algorithms

and search filters, data extraction

tools, and ROBINS-I extensions will

help to address these challenges. A

greater focus on study design ele-

ments that reduce bias and confound-

ing and on investigation of whether

underlying design assumptions have

been met, rather than design labels

that are inconsistently applied in the

literature, may contribute to produc-

ing tools that are easier to use and

apply. Meta-epidemiological research

on less familiar study designs, such as

natural experiment and quasiexperi-

mental designs, is needed to support

the development of tools and report-

ing standards with empirical evidence.

The online appendix summarizes chal-

lenges, developments, and priorities

for further research.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR REVIEWERS

Systematic reviews in public health and

health systems should be designed at

the protocol stage to consider the

potential relevance of different obser-

vational study types, notably natural

experimental and quasiexperimental

studies, to the research question and

specify inclusion and exclusion criteria,

search strategies, risk of bias assess-

ment, and synthesis plans accordingly.

Risk of bias tools should be compre-

hensive in addressing selection bias,

confounding, information bias, and

selective reporting. Where possible,

they should specifically apply to the

study designs included in the review,

and the rationale for the choice of tool

should be reported. Data extraction

should identify the data set used in sec-

ondary analyses, as reviewers will need

to guard against double counting if

multiple independent studies have ana-

lyzed the same data. Review teams

need to be appropriately resourced,

given the large amounts of search

results, methodological expertise, and

time required for reviews of observa-

tional studies. Finally, along with implica-

tions for the education and training of

researchers to appropriately conduct

observational studies of the effects of

interventions, systematic review authors

should be appropriately trained to iden-

tify, analyze, and assess these studies.
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